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An individual tagging model was implemented within the spatial, seasonal, multi-

stock, multi-fleet operating models of the peer-reviewed Management Strategy

Evaluation (MSE) framework for Atlantic bluefin tuna to evaluate the benefits of a

harvest strategy that utilizes conventional gene tagging. A multi-year Brownie

estimator was developed to test the accuracy and precision of exploitation rate

estimates arising from gene tagging programs with various scenarios for spatial

release distribution, release numbers and fishery exploitation rates. Harvest

strategies that used the Brownie estimator were tested to evaluate yield and

resource conservation performance relative to idealized management using

perfect information. For the eastern stock, releasing 1,000 fish throughout the

Atlantic and genotyping 27% of all landed fish at an estimated cost of US$2M was

sufficient to obtain estimates of exploitation rate with a coefficient of variation of

20%. For the western stock, the same precision in exploitation rate estimates

required the release of 1,300 fish and genotyping rate of 35% at an estimated cost

of US$2.5M. Harvest strategies using the gene tagging data provided expected

yield and resource conservation performance that was not substantially

lower than a harvest strategy assuming using perfect information regarding

vulnerable biomass. Reducing the number of releases most strongly affected

the worst-case ‘lower-tail’ outcomes for West area yield and eastern stock

biomass. Conventional gene tagging harvest strategies offer a promising

basis for calculating management advice for Atlantic bluefin tuna that may

be cheaper, simpler, and more robust than the current conventional stock

assessment paradigm.
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Introduction

The Atlantic bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus) fishery presents

formidable management challenges. Coordinated by the

International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas

(ICCAT), the primary management measures are annual total

allowable catches (TACs) for the East and West management

areas. However, the Atlantic population is known to consist of at

least two genetically distinct but geographically overlapping stocks

(Rooker et al., 2014; Block et al., 2005; Puncher et al., 2018) that

differ substantially in population size (in 2019, the Reference Case

operating model of the bluefin MSE estimated approximately 5M

and 0.2M spawning adults for the eastern and western stocks,

respectively)(Anon, 2022) and mix in the East and West

management areas (Figure 1). The larger eastern stock spawns in

the Mediterranean Sea (Alemany et al., 2010; Hernández et al.,

2022); the less abundant western stock spawns in the Gulf of Mexico

and the Slope Sea (Richardson et al., 2016). The distribution of the

stocks, and hence their mixing, is seasonal and the extent of

movement varies depending on the size of individual fish

(Lutcavage et al., 1999; Fukuda et al., 2010; Galuardi and

Lutcavage, 2012) and their stock-of-origin (Block et al., 2005;
Frontiers in Marine Science 02
Puncher et al., 2018). Superimposed on these complex stock

dynamics are a range of fishing fleets, diverse in their geographic

range and the size of fish that they catch (ICCAT, 2017; ICCAT,

2021). For example, longline fleets are highly mobile and can

select ive ly fish throughout the North Atlantic while

Mediterranean trap fisheries typically operate from a static

location with short duration corresponding to spawning migrations.

ICCAT specifies TACs for the East andWest management areas

using discrete area-specific stock assessments that aim to

characterize population and fishery dynamics in order to quantify

population abundance and sustainable exploitation rates (ICCAT,

2017; ICCAT, 2021). There are several complications in the

interpretation of the stock assessment advice: (1) the assessments

are defined geographically by management area and do not

necessarily reflect stock dynamics with regards to mixing,

particularly of eastern fish into the West management area; (2) it

has proven difficult to establish scientifically defensible stock

assessments (Maunder, 2021; Ianelli, 2023); (3) despite extensive

study, considerable uncertainty remains over fundamental

biological, ecological and life-history dynamics such as natural

survival rate, somatic growth, and the maturity-at-length schedule

(Diaz and Turner, 2007). These issues prevent selection of a
B
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A

FIGURE 1

Definition of East and West management areas (A) (blue), the seven areas of the spatial Management Strategy Evaluation (MSE) operating model
(black), and estimates of recent stock distribution and mixing (B–D) for the Reference Case ‘Low abundance’ operating model (2000-2019) where
darker red areas are those of higher relative biomass (percentages are mean annual percent of total stock biomass in each area).
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defensible “best” stock assessment model to provide management

advice (GBYP, 2019).

To address these challenges, ICCAT has pursued Management

Strategy Evaluation (MSE) (Cochrane et al., 1998; Butterworth and

Punt, 1999; Punt et al., 2016) as an alternative framework which

aims to identify simple harvest strategies (algorithms for setting

TACs, aka management procedures) that are robust to a wide range

of uncertainties. Both empirical and model-based harvest strategies

typically make use of one or more indices of relative abundance

which are expected to track changes in vulnerable biomass or

spawning stock biomass and can be used as indicators to drive

management action in a Harvest Control Rule (e.g., Carruthers et

al., 2015a; Hillary et al., 2016).

A principal concern in establishing such harvest strategies (and

in traditional stock assessments) for bluefin tuna is the availability

of suitable data. Given the existing conflicts among regional indices

of relative abundance (including those based on commercial catch

rates and fishery-independent surveys), and the concerns of various

scientists and stakeholders over the representativeness of particular

abundance indices, a lack of suitable data remains a potential

obstacle to long-term adoption of a harvest strategy for Atlantic

bluefin tuna.

In parallel to MSE development, a close-kin gene tagging

program (Bravington et al., 2016; Grewe et al., 2018; McDowell

et al., 2022) has been initiated in the West Atlantic (also known as

close-kin mark recapture or CKMR). In essence, CKMR is

intergenerational mark recapture that aims to estimate the size of

the spawning stock biomass based on the ‘recapture’ of genetic

markers sampled from juveniles. Individuals are sampled and

genotyped, and pairwise comparisons are made among the

samples to identify kin relationships, for example parent-offspring

pairs. These data are then used for classical mark-recapture

abundance estimation. However, unlike classical mark-recapture,

CKMR does not depend on the survival of released fish, rather,

tissue samples can be collected from commercial catches. Although

CKMR is a relatively new method, a successful program has been in

place for Southern bluefin tuna for more than 15 years (Bravington

et al., 2016) and for other species (e.g., Hillary et al., 2018). The

viability of the approach is also being evaluated for the eastern

Atlantic stock (Anon, 2021a).

The focus on CKMR skipped an older and more established

approach for estimating abundance and exploitation rates that has

been rigorously theoretically tested: conventional gene tagging, in

which DNA is collected from an animal at liberty, the animal is

released, and then a further sample is collected at a later date to

detect a recapture (Lukacs and Burnham, 2005). From such data,

well-established mark-recapture estimators of abundance and

exploitation rate can be applied (e.g., Cormack, 1964; Seber, 1982;

Brownie et al., 1985). The potential for use of genetic markers in

conventional capture-recapture analysis was first suggested by

Huggins (1989) and later demonstrated by a number of

theoretical and experimental studies (Luikart et al., 2003;

Schwartz et al., 2007; Brazeal et al., 2017) with several

applications to marine populations including salmon (Beacham

et al., 2021), teleosts (Andreou et al., 2012) and more specifically,

southern bluefin tuna (Preece et al., 2015; Preece et al., 2018).
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For many reasons, conventional gene-tagging is an outstanding

opportunity not only for bluefin tuna management in the Atlantic

but also globally. As with CKMR, conventional gene tagging nearly

obtains 100% reporting rates and 0% shedding rates. This contrasts

with conventional tagging where the difficulty of estimating these

quantities adds considerably to the uncertainty of the resultant

estimates of abundance in absolute terms. Atlantic Bluefin tuna

tagged in-water or by rod and reel exhibit low post-release mortality

(Stokesbury et al., 2011; Marcek and Graves, 2014). Roughly 85% of

global bluefin tuna are sold in a handful of concentrated markets

(Japan consumes an estimated 80% of the global sashimi

production, Sun et al., 2019), offering a centralized and

convenient location for sampling to detect a genetic ‘recapture’.

The potential cost of each gene tag recapture relative to the value of

a bluefin tuna is very low. Preece et al. (2015) estimated the cost of

genotyping to be approximately US$15 per sample including DNA

extraction, equipment and labor (but excluding sampling costs, data

analysis and management). In the same year as that publication,

Atlantic bluefin tuna had an average dock price of US$12,000 per

tonne and a mean end value of US$37,000 per tonne (Pew, 2020).

Consequently, while releases are expensive (at-sea sampling in

addition to the opportunity cost of returning a fish), the cost of

recapture sampling offish caught for consumption is negligible (less

than half a percent of the end value of a fish). This opens the

potential for genetic mark-recapture sampling of a large fraction of

market fish, which in turn would require a relatively small number

of in-water releases to obtain sufficient precision in estimates of

abundance, exploitation rate, and possibly natural mortality. Such a

program could be extended to all ocean areas and stocks (since

genetic identification will allow marks to be partitioned by stock-of-

origin), including the Pacific, and Southern Oceans (e.g., Bradford

et al., 2015). Exploitation rate estimates arising from such a mark-

recapture program can feed directly into harvest strategies for West

and East Atlantic bluefin tuna as well as Pacific, and Southern

stocks. These data can provide an alternative to, or validation of,

traditional stock assessment methods that have been problematic

for bluefin stocks. A similar gene-tagging program for monitoring

abundance of juvenile southern bluefin tuna was implemented in

2016, for which many of the technical challenges of genotyping

large numbers of samples from bluefin have been overcome (Preece

et al., 2015). If evaluation of stock status is necessary, conventional

gene tagging can provide estimates of exploitation rate and

abundance that can directly inform stock assessments. Once

established over multiple years, conventional gene tagging can

also provide estimates of stock composition, stock mixing, and

natural mortality rates, which are key sources of uncertainty in

current stock assessments for Atlantic bluefin tuna.

Harvest strategies that provide advice based on trends in

exploitation rate and abundance, rather than estimates of absolute

values, can result in excellent management performance as they are

not necessarily affected by persistent biases in the estimates of these

quantities (e.g., the adopted harvest strategy for Atlantic bluefin

tuna, ICCAT, 2022). Since they do not rely on many assumptions

about stock and fishery dynamics, harvest strategies using direct

information from conventional gene tagging can be expected to be

robust to a wide range of uncertainties regarding stock mixing and
frontiersin.org
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migration. Conventional gene tagging data have already been used

in the harvest strategy for Southern bluefin tuna (Hillary et al.,

2019). In theory, the cost of such a program for Atlantic bluefin

tuna would be of the same order of magnitude as current data

collection and assessment frameworks, and could provide more

accurate and precise estimates of quantities informative for decision

making, such as harvest rates. Additionally, gene tagging can be a

collaborative endeavor and all contracting parties can have a role in

the collection of data used to inform management.

Before such a substantial shift in management paradigm might

be recommended, there must first be a suitably rigorous testing to

demonstrate that the proposed approach is expected to provide

suitable management performance given the various uncertainties

in bluefin tuna population and fishery dynamics. The MSE

framework for Atlantic bluefin tuna is ideally suited for this

analysis as it includes a wide range of operating models that

represent plausible alternative states of nature for the mixed stock

populations and fishery dynamics (Carruthers et al., 2015b;

Carruthers and Butterworth, 2017; Carruthers, 2020; Anon, 2022;

ICCAT 2020).

Using the peer-reviewed MSE framework for Atlantic bluefin

tuna, we aim to evaluate the expected precision and bias of genetic

mark-recapture estimates of exploitation rate (and abundance)

given varying distributions of gene tag releases, release numbers

and fishery exploitation rates. Furthermore, we quantify the

expected management performance of harvest strategies based on

mark-recapture estimators informed by conventional gene tagging.
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
Methods

Operating models

The MSE framework for Atlantic bluefin tuna includes 48

seasonal spatial multi-stock operating models designed to span

uncertainty in biological and fishing dynamics (Carruthers, 2020;

Anon, 2021c) (see Figure 2 for the components of MSE relevant to

these analyses). In this gene-tagging simulation evaluation, we

focused on three operating models (OMs) in the MSE. The first

‘Reference Case’ OM assumed spawning stock biomass estimates

equivalent to the lower population scale assumptions programmed in

the MSE (Low abundance). Two alternative OMs were also

considered that resulted in a broad range of stock biomass and

mixing scenarios. The first assumed the eastern stock abundance was

relatively high (High eastern), and the second assumed that both

eastern and western stock abundance were high (High abundance)

(Figure 3). A total of 150 simulations were conducted for each OM

including stochasticity in recruitment and the distribution of tag

releases. This level of replication provided stable (within one percent)

estimates of precision and bias in the exploitation rates and

management performance metrics used in harvest strategies.

To generate simulated tagging datasets, a range of values of

assumed exploitation rates (the ratio of catch biomass to vulnerable

biomass) between 2 and 10% were projected to evaluate the

precision of the tagging estimator, given varying recapture

probabilities related to fishery exploitation and release numbers.
FIGURE 2

The components of management strategy evaluation relevant to the simulation testing of gene tagging harvest strategies in these analyses. The
operating model is a plausible mathematical representation of system dynamics. From the system state simulated by the operating model, the
observation model generates simulated data subject to error. Those data are passed to the harvest strategy which calculates a total allowable catch
(TAC) recommendation. Here there is no implementation error and the TAC recommendation is passed through the implementation model to the
operating model and the system dynamics are updated in the operating model. This ‘closed-loop’ simulation accounts for feedbacks between the
system, the data and the harvest strategy. For example, given a harvest strategy with higher target exploitation rates, tag recapture rate increases
proportionally, providing more precise estimates of exploitation rates.
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Individual-based tagging model

An individual-based tagging model (IBTM) was coded into the

Atlantic Bluefin Tuna MSE framework (ABT_MSE) to simulate the

dynamics of gene-tagging fish. For a complete mathematical

description of the tagging model see Appendix A. Briefly, the

ABT_MSE is a 7-area seasonal multi-stock set of operating models

which have been fit to fishery dependent and independent data that

simulate age-based vulnerability to fishing, movement and mixing of

eastern and western bluefin tuna populations. In the gene-tagging

simulation presented here, all tagged fish were assumed to follow the

same population dynamics as the untagged population. The IBTM is

stochastic with respect to tag release distribution, age-specific

movement, natural survival and harvesting.

Non-independence in recapture probability among tag cohorts

is captured by shared seasonal movement, natural mortality, and

seasonal-spatial patterns of fishery exploitation. Additional of

sources non-independence in recapture probability and survival

that could lead to overdispersion in recapture data, for example due

to schooling behavior, were not simulated. Mark-recapture

estimators can provide overly precise estimates of exploitation

rate and abundance when recapture data are overdispersed, but

the accuracy of these estimates is unaffected (e.g., Draghici et al.,

2021). Since the harvest strategies of this paper calculate

management advice using mean estimates and do not account for

precision, the impact of phenomena such as schooling was not

considered to be substantial. The model assumes that tagged and

untagged fish have equal capture probability. Conventional tagging

methods such as fin-clipping or external plastic tags leave visible

evidence of a tag release which could affect recapture probability or

tag reporting rates; however, residual trauma is undetectable for

modern gene tagging technologies (Bradford et al., 2015). The
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
model assumed that stock-of-origin (eastern/western stock) is

assigned error-free to individual fish as part of the genotyping

procedure and analysis. The proportion of erroneous stock

assignments is likely to be low in scenarios that incorporate

fisheries that catch both eastern and western bluefin tuna. For

example, Rodrıǵuez-Ezpeleta et al. (2019) correctly assigned 89%

and 98% of western and eastern bluefin tuna, respectively.

The IBTM records the fleet of recapture for each tag, allowing for

varying genotyping rate of caught fish among fleets (e.g., varying

fractions of caught fish at a centralized market). In the absence of

data on the fate offish caught by each fleet, this analysis remains generic

and assumes homogeneity in recapture probability among fleets.

Genetic cross-contamination and gene tagging errors were

assumed to be negligible. In reality these errors reduce the

recapture probability but would be captured in the natural

survival rate parameter of a multi-year tagging estimator and

would not affect time series trends in the estimated exploitation

rate. If such errors could be independently quantified as tag loss

estimates, that information could be added to the tagging estimator

to adjust for the negative bias in natural and fishing mortality

estimates. In practice, cross-contamination can be minimized

through careful tissue collection protocols and tools (Bradford

et al., 2015), and genetic errors are minimized through having

sufficient markers.
Tag release distributions

The gene-tagging simulation model included nine fleets, seven

areas and four seasons (a total of 252 strata). The first of four

simulation experiments focused on the distribution of tag releases

(Table 1). Six tag release scenarios were considered in this
BA

FIGURE 3

The percentage biomass of each stock in the opposite management area for the Reference case (Low abundance) and two alternative operating models,
including high eastern stock abundance (High eastern) and high abundance of both stocks (High abundance). Panel (A) shows the percentage of Eastern
stock biomass in the West management area. Panel (B) shows the percentage of the Western stock biomass in the East management area.
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simulation evaluation, all of which were considered practically

feasible as they were based on the spatio-temporal distribution of

either observed catches, previous tagging release programs or

fishing effort:
Fron
1. Tagging occurred in proportion to catches by area and

season. In this design, annual tag releases were distributed

based on the recent (2019) spatial and seasonal pattern of

catch in biomass.

2. As #1 but with tagging balanced such that the same number

of tags were released in the East and West areas (Figure 1).

3. Uniformly distributed tagging across all strata with positive

catches (approximately 10% of fleet-area-season strata

recorded catches in 2019)

4. Tagging in proportion to estimated exploitation rate in

2019 (as estimated by the Reference Case operating model).

This is intended to represent the distribution of recent

fishing effort in broad terms.

5. Tagging in proportion to the distribution of historical

conventional tag releases (Justel-Rubio et al., 2014; Hanke

et al., 2019).

6. Tagging in proportion to the distribution of historical

electronic tag releases (Anon, 2021b).
These six alternative tagging scenarios varied markedly in their

distribution of marks among fleets, areas and seasons

(Supplementary Material Figure 1).
Tag release numbers and
recapture probability

Three levels of tag release frequency were evaluated: 100, 200

and 500 tags per year. In reality, it is not possible to genotype every

fish that is caught - the genotyping rate of caught fish would be less

than 100%. Since the probability of recapture is proportional to the

number of tags released and the genotyping rate, it is trivial to infer

the equivalent release numbers required to obtain comparable
tiers in Marine Science 06
estimation performance with a lower genotyping rate. For

example, the 100, 200 and 500 tag releases per year given 100%

genotyping rate are equivalent to 500, 1000 and 2500 releases per

year given a 20% genotyping rate of caught fish, respectively. For

computational efficiency, we evaluated precision and bias in tagging

estimators assuming 100% genotyping rate of caught fish. Later, we

discuss the implications for release numbers given lesser and more

plausible genotyping rates of caught fish. Note that this assumes

that the genotyping rate can be quantified accurately, which is likely

given the comprehensive monitoring of overall bluefin tuna catch

numbers. Herein, we refer to the number of annual releases

equivalent to a genotyping rate at capture of 100% as ‘effective

releases’ or ‘effective release numbers’.
Mark-recapture estimator

A multi-year Brownie tag-recovery model (Brownie et al., 1985)

was programmed in order to estimate exploitation rates (see Appendix

B for details). The estimator calculated annual exploitation rates and a

parameter that adjusts for higher-than-expected recapture rates in the

initial release year due to incomplete mixing/seasonal releases. The

model estimates the annual exploitation rates in addition to their

precision and covariance via maximum likelihood methods. In this

analysis the focus was on exploitation rate-based harvest strategy

performance which, for reasons described in the next section, was

expected to be invariant to biases in the mark-recapture estimator.

Consequently, natural survival was assumed to be known and not

estimated, and the effects of alternative natural survival assumptions

were expected to influence the scale of exploitation rate estimates, but

not their trend over time.
Harvest strategies

The harvest strategies assumed a two-year management interval

(total allowable catches by management area, or TACs, are updated

every two years), and MSE closed-loop projections were carried out
TABLE 1 Design of the four simulation experiments.

Subject of Simulation Experiment
Effective
release
numbers

Exploitation rate

Effect of tag release distribution on Brownie model estimation performance. Six release designs: in proportion to
recent catches, uniformly across time and space, in proportion to fishing effort, and following the distribution of
historical conventional and electronic tag releases.

500 tags 10%

Effect of exploitation rate and effective release numbers on Brownie model estimation performance. 100, 200 and 500
tags

4% and 8%

Effect of operating model on Brownie model estimation performance. Stock and fishery dynamics were simulated
for the Reference Case ‘low abundance’ operating model in addition to the ‘high eastern mixing’ and ‘high
abundance’ operating models.

500 tags 10%

Effect of tag release numbers and target exploitation rates on closed-loop simulation performance of conventional
gene tagging harvest strategies.

Perfect
information, 200
tags and 500 tags.

2%, 4%, 6%, 8% and 10%
(target exploitation rate of

harvest strategy).
Unless specified otherwise, tags were released in proportion to historical electronic tag releases, and fishery and population dynamics were simulated using the Reference Case ‘Low abundance’
operating model.
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over a 20-year projection period (2023-2042). For each harvest

strategy considered, a release program was assumed to have

occurred in the three years prior to the first projection year (i.e.,

during 2020-2022). Harvest strategies that use the multi-year

Brownie estimator varied in their target exploitation rate, and

were tested for annual effective release numbers of 200 and 500

tags. The gene tagging harvest strategies adjusted the TAC (T) in a

management area according to the ratio of recent (mean over n
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
years) stock-specific exploitation rate estimates (U) to a target

exploitation rate (lE):

Ty = Ty−1 · nlE=oy−1
y−1−nUy (Eqn: 1)

In these investigations, the mean estimated exploitation rate of

the last two years (n = 2) was used for TAC calculations. Harvest

strategies were specified in pairs, with the same target exploitation
B C D

E F G H

I J K L

M N O P

Q R

S T U V

A

FIGURE 4

Annual exploitation rate (MLE) and coefficient of variation in exploitation rates (s) estimated by the multiyear Brownie model in 2028 for projection years
2024 - 2028 (150 simulations) for the ‘Low abundance’ operating model. Genetic tagging data were simulated from the individual tagging model subject to
six tagging designs where the spatio-temporal pattern of tag releases was: (A–D) proportional to catches in 2019; (E–H) proportional to catches in 2019 but
with the same number of releases in the West and East management areas; (I–L) distributed uniformly over all strata with recorded catches; (M–P)
proportional to fishing mortality rate (a proxy for fishing effort) in 2019; (Q–R) consistent with historical conventional tag releases; (S–V) consistent with
historical electronic tag releases. These simulations assumed a “true” 10% exploitation rate (orange horizontal line) and 500 effective releases per year. The
points plotted represent the median values, while thick and thin bars represent the interquantile and 90% interquartile ranges, respectively.
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rate for both stocks (i.e., the same harvest strategy was applied for

both stocks, but with stock-specific information). Target

exploitation rates ranging from 2% to 10% were investigated.

Performance of the tagging harvest strategies was compared to a

range of constant exploitation rate harvest strategies (also paired with

the same exploitation rate in each management area), based on perfect

information about vulnerable biomasses in the management areas. In

practice, harvest strategies are rarely implemented without considering

the maximum change in TAC among management updates (e.g., Cox

et al., 2008; Punt et al., 2016). All harvest strategies were subject to a

relatively permissive maximum upward and downward adjustment of

50% between management updates.
Results

Estimation performance given alternative
tag release distributions

The tag release distribution strongly determined both the

accuracy and precision of the Brownie model estimates of

exploitation rate (Figure 4). Since overall catches are biased
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
strongly towards the eastern stock relatively few tags are released

on western fish when tag releases are proportional to catches, and

hence there is a high degree of error in the estimates of exploitation

rate (Figure 4A). Furthermore, those estimates have relatively high

variances (i.e., coefficients of variation greater than 0.5, Figure 4B

panel b). Altering the release distribution to ensure an equal

number of releases in the West and East management areas

dramatically reduced error and variance in the estimates for the

western stock, while hardly affecting estimation performance for the

eastern stock (Figures 4E-H).

Both of the ‘proportional to catch’ release designs led to

positively biased estimates of exploitation rates, generally

overestimated by between 15-50% for both western and eastern

stocks. This suggests an unrepresentative marking rate due to

incomplete mixing of tags throughout the vulnerable population.

This heterogeneity in mark rate, with higher releases in areas of

exploitation, is to be expected, since release and recapture of tags

occurs for fish in specific locations and on size classes that are more

susceptible to exploitation. When tags were released uniformly

across areas, fleets and seasons where catches were observed,

estimates of the exploitation rate were much less biased and

unbiased in some recapture years (Figures 4I-L).
B C D

E F G H

A

FIGURE 5

Annual exploitation rate (MLE) and coefficient of variation in exploitation rates (s) estimated by the multiyear Brownie model in 2028 for projection
years 2024 - 2028 (150 simulations) for the ‘Low abundance’ operating model. Genetic tagging data were simulated across varying levels of
exploitation rate (row) and release number (color), given a tagging design ‘consistent with historical electronic tagging’ and the ‘Low abundance’
operating model. Panels (A–D) and (E–H) show exploitation rate estimates and their variance for exploitation rates of 4% and 8%, respectively.
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Releasing tags in proportion to exploitation rate (as a proxy for

fishing effort) provided comparable estimation performance to

when tags were released in proportion to catch, but with greater

balance in the number released between the East and West;

however, estimates were positively biased but less precise

(Figures 4M-P).

Tag releases that were distributed according to historical

conventional tag releases led to insufficient recaptures to estimate

exploitation rate for the western stock using the Brownie model.

However, the estimates of eastern exploitation rate were the least

biased of all release distribution scenarios.

Tag releases distributed proportionally according to historical

electronic tag releases produced the most precise estimates of the

western stock exploitation rate, with the CV (among simulations) of

the estimates around 0.1 to 0.13 over years 2026 - 2028 (Figure 4T)

compared with 0.2 to 0.19 for the uniform release distribution over

strata with positive catches (Figure 4J). Tag release distribution had

relatively little impact on the precision of exploitation rate estimates

for the eastern stock. This distribution of tag releases produced

estimates of exploitation rates for both stocks that were positively

biased between 10% and 30% for years 2026-2028, demonstrating

that mark rates experienced by fishing are a commensurate fraction

higher than the vulnerable stock in general. This release distribution

was used in all analyses hereafter, because precision in estimates

(reported CV of the estimator) is a greater determinant of harvest

strategy performance than a consistent bias in estimates is.
Estimation performance for various
exploitation rates and effective
release numbers

In general, the effective number of tag releases did not strongly

impact the accuracy of exploitation rate estimates using the Brownie

model (i.e., Figure 5 where the solid-colored points in the ‘MLE’

panels were comparable in level among the colors that represent

release numbers). Given releases proportional to the distribution of

electronic tagging, exploitation rate estimates were generally

positively biased to approximately the same degree independent

of the simulated fishery exploitation rate (approximately 15-40% in

years 2024 - 2028, Figure 5). For all combinations of exploitation

rate and release numbers, precision in estimates of exploitation rate

declined to an asymptote by recapture year 6 (2028) (e.g., Figure 5F)

with release number having a stronger impact on precision than

simulated exploitation rate.

The precision of the Brownie estimator, represented as the

mean coefficient of variation �s , was well approximated by a linear

model in which the inverse square-root of exploitation rate u, and

effective release numbers ne, were explanatory factors (i.e., following

the expected relationship between standard error and sample size):

ŝ i = a
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
ne,i

p   +b
1ffiffiffiffi
ui

p + g
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi

ne,i
p ffiffiffiffi

ui
p (Eqn: 2)

The a, b, g parameters were found by numerical optimization,

minimizing the squared difference between estimated mean
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coefficient of variation from the Brownie model in 2028 �s , and
the linear model prediction of the same quantity ŝ  (see Figure 6 for

linear model fit for the western and eastern stocks).

Deriving these linear models allows for the production of tables

of the required number of annual effective releases given a specified

coefficient of variation in exploitation rate estimates (Table 2). Due

to mixing of eastern fish in the West area, a much larger number

of tag releases is required to obtain comparable precision of

exploitation rate estimates of western fish (Table 2). As fishery

exploitation rates increase, there is a reduction in the required

intensity of the tagging program (effective tag releases). This

negative relationship is approximately linear with respect to the

log exploitation rate (Table 2).
Implications for ‘optimal’ tagging design

The coefficient of variation of the tagging estimator is non-

linear with respect to the effective number of annual releases,

(which is the product of annual release numbers and genotyping

rate), while the cost of release and genotyping programs may be

expected to be approximately linear with the number of sampled

individuals. It follows that if the costs of genotyping and tag releases

are available, for a specified exploitation rate, coefficient of variation

in exploitation rate estimates, and number of annual catches, it is

possible to solve numerically for the least expensive combination of

tag release numbers and genotyping rate.

First, the effective number of releases ne, is solved for

numerically by minimizing the squared difference between

specified s, and predicted coefficient of variation (calculated from

the linear model and fitted parameters a, b, g of Eqn 2):

min

ne
      s − a 1ffiffiffiffi

ne
p   +b 1ffiffi

u
p + g 1ffiffiffiffi

ne
p ffiffi

u
p

� �h i2

  s : t :         0 <   ne                                                        

(Eqn: 3)

Secondly, given the effective number tag releases ne, it is then

possible to numerically solve for the genotyping rate G (and hence

number of releases nr = ne/G) that corresponds with the lowest

overall cost:

min

G
      neG Cr + ncGCc  

s : t :       0 < G   ≤ 1        

(Eqn: 4)

where Cr is the cost of releasing a tag and Cc is the cost of

capturing a tag (genotyping). Since in these equations, G and nr are

multiplicative with respect to ne but additive with respect to total

cost (Eqn. 4), the cheapest overall combination of G and nr always

occurs where total release and capture costs are equal (Suppl. Mat.

Figure 2), regardless of nc, ne, Cr and Cc.

To demonstrate the sensitivity of ‘optimal’ tagging designs

(release numbers and genotyping rate; the release distribution

follows the pattern of historical electronic tags) to costs and the

desired precision in the estimator, a set of default values were

assumed for the: desired precision (s = 0.2), fishery exploitation rate
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(u = 4%), number of annual fish caught and landed (nc = 250,000,

following estimated catch numbers from the operating model in

2019), labor, processing and opportunity cost of releasing a tag (Cr =

$1,000 per tag, given at-dock price of $12,000 per tonne, Pew, 2020,

and assuming that tagging occurs on commercial vessels or that the

tagged and released fish must be purchased), and cost of genotyping

a caught fish (Cc = $15, a preliminary estimate from Preece et al.

(2015) which is specific to the analysis for SBT gene-tagging and

may not be applicable here, but is likely to be of the same order of

magnitude) (Table 3). Each of these parameters were then

systematically varied across a range of values (Table 3).

‘Optimal’ genotyping rates were generally between 25 and 45%

of caught fish. At the default settings for the model parameters

(shaded rows of Table 3), the cost of the program was estimated at

approximately US$2.5m/year if focused on the precision of the

western exploitation rate and $2m/year if focused on precision in

eastern exploitation rate estimates. These corresponded with

genotyping rates of 34% and 27%, respectively. Halving the

specified coefficient of variation in estimates of exploitation rate

ŝ from 0.2 to 0.1 required almost doubling the cost of the tagging

program (e.g., for the western linear model an increase from $2.5m

to $4.5m, Table 3). As fishery exploitation rates increase, fewer

effective tag releases are required to obtain the same precision in

exploitation rate estimates. The reduction in overall tagging cost is

approximately linear with respect to the log exploitation rate. As a

greater number of fish are caught (higher abundance), tagging costs

increase in order to obtain the same precision in exploitation rate

estimates (a doubling in the number of fish caught from 150 to 300

thousand, leads to 40% higher costs of tagging (e.g., from $1.55M to

$2.19M for the eastern linear model). Reducing the cost of releases

to one quarter ($250) halved the required genotyping rate (to 17%

and 13% for the western and eastern linear models, respectively).

Reducing genotyping costs by one third reduced overall tagging
Frontiers in Marine Science 10
costs by one fifth (e.g., genotyping costs reduction from $15 to $10

reduced overall tagging costs from $2.55M to $2.08M for the

western linear model).
Effect of operating model on
estimation performance

In general, the degree of stock mixing and the relative

magnitude of the two stocks did not impact the precision of the

tagging estimator (phrased here as the coefficient of variation s)
substantially, but could impact the degree of positive bias (Figure 7).

The ‘High abundance’ operating model, for which the magnitude of

both stocks was larger, led to Brownie model estimates of

exploitation rate that were around 15% more positively biased for

both stocks than the ‘Low abundance’ operating model for the

western stock in 2028 (Figure 7). The estimation performance of the

tagging model was more comparable among the ‘High eastern’ and

the ‘Low abundance’ operating models.
Harvest strategy performance

The conditions of the reference case ‘Low abundance’ operating

model simulates relatively high recruitment and large vulnerable

biomass, particularly for the eastern stock. Because of this large

vulnerable biomass, TAC adjustments of the ‘Perfect Information’

harvest strategy were generally increasing for the first 5-10 years,

after which they declined and stabilized (Figure 8).

Projected yields for gene tagging harvest strategies tended to lag

the perfect information harvest strategy by around 5 years, with

catches increasing more slowly in response to larger available

vulnerable biomass, and then also declining later as vulnerable
FIGURE 6

Mean coefficient of variation (CV) in exploitation rates estimated by the multiyear Brownie model in year 2028 ( �s ) versus those predicted by linear
models ( ŝ ), for the western and eastern stocks. The size of points represents varying simulated exploitation rates (u), colors represent the number
of effective releases (ne) (releases following the distribution of historical electronic tagging releases) (Eqn. 2).
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biomass declines (Figure 8). The mean catch and biomass of the

higher release numbers (GT n = 500) tended to incur a greater lag

from the perfect information harvest strategy compared with the

low release numbers (GT n = 200) (Figure 8) but with substantially

less variability (Figure 9). This suggests that, when tested in closed-

loop simulation, given the pattern of releases and recaptures,

harvest strategy performance can become less responsive as

release numbers increase. At higher target exploitation rates (i.e.,

above 6%), there was a much wider discrepancy in projections

among gene tagging and perfect information harvest strategies.

Catches of the gene tagging harvest strategies (GT n=200 and GT

n=500, Figures 8A, B) tended to increase more slowly, but to much

higher levels, than the perfect information strategy, leading to

biomass trajectories that were in steep decline at the end of the

20-year projection period and with the western stock at

approximately 0.5BMSY (Figures 8C, D).

While there are some differences in scale and magnitude, for all

harvest strategies the projected trends in catches and biomass were

similar for the East area/eastern stock and the West area/western

stock (Figure 8). In general, the pattern in catches and biomass

outcomes was very similar among the gene tagging harvest

strategies, independent of the number of effective annual tag

releases (Figure 8). However, there was greater variability in both

annual yield and biomass outcomes, given the lower level of 200

effective tag releases (Figure 9).

In fisheries MSE in general, the most prevalent management

performance trade-off among harvest strategies is between resource

conservation and yield. We demonstrate the same trade-off in

Figure 10. Overall yield performance of the harvest strategies was

defined here as the mean annual catch in the first 20 projection

years (2023 - 2042). Biomass performance was defined as stock

biomass relative to BMSY in the final projection year (2042). The

expected (mean) yield and biomass performance of the gene tagging

harvest strategies was similar, irrespective of the number of annual

effective tag releases (Figure 10). Surprisingly, there was little gain in

yield with management using the perfect-information fixed

exploitation rate strategy (‘Perf. Inf.’). In the West and East

management areas, the expected gain in yield when moving to

‘Perf. Inf.’ was less than 10% and 20%, respectively (Figure 10,

right panel).

Much larger differences could be seen in the lower tail of yield

and biomass outcomes (i.e., the 5th percentile, Figure 10). In both

management areas and stocks, gene tagging harvest strategies had

much more uncertain yield and biomass outcomes than the

reference ‘Perfect Information’ harvest strategy. Tag release

numbers could impact lower tail outcomes for yield in the West

area and biomass of the eastern stock strongly. In the West area,

releasing 200 effective tags per year resulted in a 5th percentile of

yields that was half that of simulations with 500 effective tags per

year (Figure 10, left hand panel). In contrast, eastern stock biomass

outcomes could drop to close to zero (stock extirpation) for the

higher target exploitation rates in simulations with only 200

effective tag releases per year (Figure 10, right hand panel).

At the higher target exploitation rate levels, there were

substantially worse biological outcomes for the western stock

(with more steeply declining biomass trends, Figure 8). Gene
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TABLE 3 Calculations of the least expensive combination of release number (No. Releases, nr) and genotype rate at recapture (G), calculated from the
linear model approximations of precision for the eastern and western stocks (Eqns. 2, 3, Figure 6).

Variable

Western stock linear model Eastern stock linear model

Total Costs
(,000)

No.
Releases

Genotyping
rate

Effective No.
Releases

Total Costs
(,000)

No.
Releases

Genotyping
rate

Effective No.
Releases

Coefficient of variation (s)

0.1 4519 2260 60.3% 1362 3735 1867 49.8% 930

0.125 3786 1893 50.5% 956 3070 1535 40.9% 628

0.15 3258 1629 43.4% 708 2606 1303 34.7% 453

0.175 2859 1429 38.1% 545 2264 1132 30.2% 342

0.2 2547 1274 34.0% 433 2001 1000 26.7% 267

0.225 2297 1148 30.6% 352 1793 896 23.9% 214

0.25 2091 1045 27.9% 291 1624 812 21.7% 176

Harvest rate (u)

0.02 3320 1660 44.3% 735 2668 1334 35.6% 474

0.03 2851 1426 38.0% 542 2262 1131 30.2% 341

0.04 2547 1274 34.0% 433 2001 1000 26.7% 267

0.05 2327 1164 31.0% 361 1814 907 24.2% 219

0.06 2159 1079 28.8% 311 1671 836 22.3% 186

0.07 2023 1012 27.0% 273 1557 778 20.8% 162

0.08 1911 956 25.5% 244 1463 731 19.5% 143

No. fish caught (nc) (000s)

150 1973 986 43.8% 433 1550 775 34.4% 267

175 2131 1066 40.6% 433 1674 837 31.9% 267

200 2278 1139 38.0% 433 1790 895 29.8% 267

225 2416 1208 35.8% 433 1898 949 28.1% 267

250 2547 1274 34.0% 433 2001 1000 26.7% 267

275 2671 1336 32.4% 433 2099 1049 25.4% 267

300 2790 1395 31.0% 433 2192 1096 24.4% 267

Release cost (Cr) ($ per fish)

250 1274 2547 17.0% 433 1000 2001 13.3% 267

500 1801 1801 24.0% 433 1415 1415 18.9% 267

750 2206 1471 29.4% 433 1733 1155 23.1% 267

1000 2547 1274 34.0% 433 2001 1000 26.7% 267

1500 3120 1040 41.6% 433 2451 817 32.7% 267

2000 3602 901 48.0% 433 2830 707 37.7% 267

2500 4027 805 53.7% 433 3164 633 42.2% 267

Genotyping cost (Cg) ($ per processed sample)

10 2080 1040 41.6% 433 1634 817 32.7% 267

12.5 2325 1163 37.2% 433 1827 913 29.2% 267

15 2547 1274 34.0% 433 2001 1000 26.7% 267

(Continued)
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tagging harvest strategies with target exploitation rates of 8% and

10% differed strongly from the Perfect Information harvest strategy,

catching 50% more and depleting the western stock to below half of

BMSY after 20 projection years (Figure 10). The lower exploitation

rate scenarios indicate that the harvest strategies do reduce catches

to reduce biomass declines.
Discussion

Developing an individual tagging model embedded within the

operating models of the Atlantic bluefin tuna MSE framework

allowed the performance of a gene tagging estimator to be

evaluated subject to complex stochastic seasonal and spatial
Frontiers in Marine Science 13
multi-stock population dynamics. These include stock-, season-

and age-specific movement and varying stock mixing depending on

the relative abundance and age structure of the eastern and western

stocks. In these simulations, tags were released and recaptured from

fishing fleets for which spatio-temporal exploitation rate and size-

selectivity were estimated from empirical data. It follows that the

approach accounts for dynamical processes rigorously, where these

can create non-independence in recapture probabilities. An

example is higher mark rates in areas with high exploitation, and

comparable movement of tags released on similar size fish in the

same season and area. The spatial, stochastic nature of the

simulations captures other important phenomena that could

affect tagging estimators, such as increased tag mixing

(homogeneity in mark rates) with tag time-at-liberty.
B C DA

FIGURE 7

(A, C) Annual exploitation rate (MLE) and (B, D) coefficient of variation in exploitation rates (s) estimated by the multiyear Brownie model in 2028 for
projection years 2024 - 2028 (150 simulations). Genetic tagging data were simulated from three operating models with varying population and
fishery dynamics, given a 10% exploitation rate (u), 500 effective annual releases of tags (ne), and releases distributed according to historical
electronic tagging releases.
TABLE 3 Continued

Variable

Western stock linear model Eastern stock linear model

Total Costs
(,000)

No.
Releases

Genotyping
rate

Effective No.
Releases

Total Costs
(,000)

No.
Releases

Genotyping
rate

Effective No.
Releases

17.5 2751 1376 31.4% 433 2161 1081 24.7% 267

20 2941 1471 29.4% 433 2311 1155 23.1% 267

22.5 3120 1560 27.7% 433 2451 1225 21.8% 267

25 3288 1644 26.3% 433 2583 1292 20.7% 267
‘Coefficient of variation’ refers to the specified level of precision in exploitation rate estimates after 6 tag release years (Eqn. 2). ‘No. fish caught’ refers to the total landed catches of bluefin tuna in
numbers. Release cost (Cr) is the cost of releasing a gene tag at sea. Genotyping cost (Cg) is the cost per sample. The default values of the numerical optimization are highlighted by the gray shaded
rows (hence these rows are identical): a target estimated coefficient of variation ( ŝ ) of 20%; a fishery exploitation rate (u) of 4%; 250,000 fish are caught and landed each year (nc); an in-water tag
release costs (Cr) $1000; a genotyping sample from a caught fish (Cg) costs $15. All dollar amounts are US$.
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Using these simulations, it was possible to quantify the resulting

bias and precision of a multiyear exploitation rate estimator given

varying distributions of tag releases, fishery exploitation rates and

effective release numbers. At an intermediate fishery exploitation rate

of 6%, effective release numbers of 500 gene tags per year provided

relatively precise estimates of exploitation rate (hence abundance

assuming catch is reported accurately) with CVs of 15% and 11% for

the western and eastern stocks, respectively. This intermediate

exploitation rate is somewhat higher than the 4% and 5%

exploitation rates for 2019 that were estimated by the Reference Case

OM for the eastern and western stocks, respectively. The precision in

estimates of exploitation rate increases with the magnitude of

exploitation rate, which may be a desirable property, for example,

providing higher quality information in situations of overexploitation.

Although the alternative operating models spanned the widest range of

eastern stock migration into the West area, this did not substantially

affect the precision of exploitation rates estimates.

The precision of the tagging estimator compares favorably with

recent stock assessments where there is additional uncertainty in

estimates due to alternative plausible interpretations of data and
Frontiers in Marine Science 14
model assumptions. For example, the base 2017 VPA stock

assessment of eastern bluefin tuna estimated exploitation rate in

2015 with a CV of approximately 16% (80% confidence interval of

[0.065, 0.096], ICCAT, 2017). Running this base assessment but

removing a single relative abundance index at a time, illustrated that

there was additional uncertainty in recent exploitation rate

amounting to around 12% (ICCAT, 2017). Additional sensitivity

analyses, that examined the impact of alternative plausible model

configurations, parameterizations and data, added a further 18%

CV to estimates of current exploitation rate.

For the 2021 West bluefin tuna statistical catch-at-age stock

assessment, the base model estimated current exploitation rates

with a very high precision of approximately 5% (CV). However,

simply starting the estimation at varying initial values (a ‘jitter

analysis’) led to maximum likelihood estimates of spawning

abundance in 2020 that varied with a CV of approximately 15%

(ICCAT, 2021). Running the base assessment but removing a single

relative abundance index at a time, spanned an additional

uncertainty in recent exploitation rate of around 10% (ICCAT,

2021). Unlike the current stock assessment approach, gene tagging
B

C D

A

FIGURE 8

(A, B) Mean projected annual catches and (C, D) spawning stock biomass relative to BMSY for the gene tagging and perfect information harvest
strategies at target exploitation rates (lE) of 4% and 8% (dashed and solid lines respectively) (150 simulations) for the Reference Case ‘Low
abundance’ operating model and releases distributed according to historical electronic tagging releases. Red and green lines represent effective
release numbers (ne) of 200 and 500 fish, respectively.
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could provide estimates of metrics of management interest that do

not rely on a complex interpretation of various, often

conflicting data.

The tagging estimator tended to provide estimates of

exploitation rates that were somewhat positively biased. Harvest

strategies typically include tuning parameters that control the

aggressiveness of the harvest strategy (i.e., change in catch relative

to that in biomass or exploitation rate). Although this was not

applied in these analyses, in an MSE setting tuning parameters are

adjusted to obtain specified biological or yield performance, thus

allowing candidate harvest (target exploitation rate of harvest
Frontiers in Marine Science 15
strategy) strategies to be compared while controlling for one axis

of the prevailing yield-biomass trade-off. In a harvest strategy that

aims for a fixed exploitation rate, the tuning parameter is typically

the target exploitation rate. It follows that it is precision in estimates

of the exploitation rate that controls the responsiveness of the

strategy to changes in the simulated exploitation rate. This precision

is therefore a critical determinant of MP performance. However, a

positive bias can be taken into account by a commensurate increase

in the target exploitation rate tuning parameter (lE in Equation 1).

These analyses suggest that conventional gene tagging could

inform harvest strategies for the East and West Atlantic
B C D
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FIGURE 9

Projections of catch and biomass relative to BMSY for the Reference Case ‘Low abundance’ operating model and releases distributed according to
historical electronic tagging releases, for harvest strategies with a target exploitation rate of 4%. The thick line with points represents the median
value, the gray shaded area represents the 90% interquantile range (150 simulations), and the three thin lines are three individual simulations. Panels
(A–L) show the catch and biomass projections of simulations that have 200 effective tag releases, 500 effective tag releases and perfect information
of exploitation rates, respectively.
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management areas and provide expected management performance

that is not substantially worse than idealized ‘perfect information’

constant exploitation rate management. While expected

performance was generally very good, the effective number of

releases - the product of the number of tag releases and the

genotyping rate of caught fish - has important implications for

lower tail, ‘worst case’ management outcomes. It follows that the

appropriate investment in such a tagging program should be

determined by acceptable levels of risk in terms of yield and

biological conservation (among other considerations). This is

particularly important because gene tagging harvest strategies that

fished more strongly at closer to idealized MSY exploitation rate

(i.e., ending with biomass close to BMSY given perfect information)

led to over-exploitation and a declining biomass in later projection

years. This further emphasizes the importance of closed-loop

simulation testing as a tool in management planning that goes

beyond an evaluation of merely the accuracy and precision of

tagging estimators.

It is clear from this analysis that the extent of investment in

tagging depends on management objectives relating to both long

term yields, risks to biomass (lower tail) outcomes and stock

trajectories (e.g., ICCAT, 2022). Where objectives are less

stringent, the tagging programs required may be considerably less

intensive. Closed-loop MSE-type analyses of the type presented

here are needed since the exploitation rate of the harvest strategy

determines the precision of the estimates in future years and hence

these feedbacks need to be taken into account.
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Some aspects of these simulations could serve to unduly

enhance the potential performance of gene tagging estimators and

related harvest strategies. On the other hand, performance could be

improved with adjustments that were outside the scope of this

research. Natural survival can be estimated by the multiyear

Brownie model as the number of release years increases. Natural

survival was not estimated in this analysis because mis-specification

of the point value for natural survival serves only to affect the

accuracy of exploitation rate estimates proportionally. For example,

a 20% positive bias in the assumed rate of natural survival leads to a

20% reduction in exploitation rate estimates. Since the focus of this

research was on harvest strategy performance, consistent biases in

exploitation rate estimation may be ignored because harvest

strategies are generally tuned to obtain comparable simulated

biological or yield outcomes. Given the example above, the target

exploitation rate of the harvest strategy using the biased exploitation

rate estimator would simply be 20% lower to achieve the same

management performance as a harvest strategy using an unbiased

exploitation rate estimator.

The simulation exercise assumed that stock-of-origin could be

identified accurately for all genotyped fish, and that there was no

genotyping error. Error in stock-of-origin would not be expected to

impact exploitation rate estimation unless one stock contained a

much higher number of tagged fish, a situation for which checks can

be made in the simulations and in practice. Similar to bias in the

assumed rate of natural survival, genotyping error would be

expected to lead to proportional downward bias in estimates of
FIGURE 10

Biomass and yield performance of harvest strategies aiming to fish at constant exploitation rates from 2% to 10% (lE). Results are presented for the
‘Low abundance’ operating model with releases distributed according to historical electronic tags. Harvest strategies are paired and applied in both
management areas simultaneously (e.g., the 2% management strategy in the West area was run in tandem with the 2% harvest strategy in the East
area). A ‘perfect information’ harvest strategy calculated the TAC from the specified exploitation rate given perfect knowledge of current vulnerable
biomass in each management area. Harvest strategies using the gene tagging estimator (GT) were also evaluated given two numbers for effective
annual tag releases (n=200 and n=500 per year). Biological management performance is presented as stock biomass at the end of the 20-year
projection period (2042) and yield management performance as the average annual catch over that 20-year projection period (2023-2042). Points
represent the median value and bars the 90% interquantile range (150 simulations).
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exploitation rate, which, as explained above, may be ignored in the

context of harvest strategies that are tuned to performance

outcomes. The analyses worked with an idealized model of

recapture where the genotyping rate was constant across fleets. If,

for example, the recapture program were implemented in Japanese

markets, it would be necessary to quantify the fraction of fish

exported to the Japanese market by fleet, information that was not

available for this analysis.

There may be substantial improvements in the estimation

performance of the tagging model and the management

performance of the gene tagging harvest strategies given further

investigation of more optimal tag release distributions, more

advanced tagging models and more sophisticated harvest strategy

algorithms that can slow catch increases or respond more rapidly to

declining biomass. This analysis adhered to release distributions

that have been implemented previously; ultimately all analyses used

the historical seasonal/spatial and fleet distribution of electronic

tags as the release distribution. There is evidence that this “design”

is not ideally balanced with respect to the two stocks, and requires a

substantially larger number of tags to be released to obtain

comparable precision in western stock estimates. Additional

investigation of better performing release distributions might

further improve the expected cost-effectiveness of a gene tagging

program. Similarly, further investigation could examine alternative

sampling designs for genotyping, for example focusing on particular

fish sizes and recapture locations. There was evidence that the early,

proof-of-concept harvest strategy investigated here, could be less

responsive with increased effective release numbers. This may be

addressed by modifying the harvest strategy to include algorithms

and parameters that control the responsiveness of catch advice,

which was central to the refinement of the harvest strategy currently

applied in the management of Atlantic bluefin tuna (ICCAT, 2022).

The multiyear Brownie estimator was computationally efficient,

but was not age-structured and did not account for incomplete

mixing of tags that could be related to age-based movement (the

operating models simulate higher stock viscosity for smaller fish

that may be more likely candidates for releases). Age-structured

tagging estimators might better characterize these aspects, and

provide improved estimation performance. Age-based estimates

of exploitation rate could also be incorporated into harvest

strategies to predict incoming cohort strength, reducing lags in

current estimates and improving the reliability of TAC advice. The

gene tagging harvest strategies considered in these analyses were

deliberately very simple, adjusting TACs based on a target

exploitation rate relative to the average of the two most recent

exploitation rate estimates from the tagging model. More

sophisticated harvest strategy algorithms could account for a

trend in exploitation rate and include an adjustable exploitation

rate target. Additionally, conventional gene tagging provides

information about the stock-of-origin of fish caught by each fleet,

allowing for harvest strategies that can account for the relative

magnitude of the western and eastern stocks in the calculation of

TAC advice.

At first glance, total tagging program costs of $2-2.5M per year

may sound prohibitively high. However, the large majority of those

costs relate to the recapture program, which could be shared among
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management organizations of bluefin stocks originating in the

Southern and Pacific Oceans. The Atlantic bluefin fishery is

estimated to have an end value of around $1Bn per year (Pew,

2020). For a very small percentage of the overall end value of the

fishery (less than half a percent), it may be possible to implement

robust gene tagging harvest strategies that are fishery-independent,

provide independent estimates of natural survival, real-time

estimates of stock-of-origin by fleet, and enhance stock

assessments with reliable priors for exploitation rate and

abundance. Furthermore, such a tagging program could offer

rigorous seafood traceability and an opportunity to coordinate

real-time exploitation rate estimation at a centralized location (for

example in Japan).

The cost-effectiveness of the gene tagging harvest strategies

could be presented in terms of the cost and expected management

performance of the current status quo stock-assessment approach

for management. The costs of the current system of data collection,

processing and assessment (including meetings) is not readily

available, but it is likely to be of a similar order of magnitude,

while the technical process of stock assessment continues to struggle

with large uncertainty in stock productivity and natural survival, as

well as conflicts among data (e.g., Maunder, 2021). Full comparison

of the performance of the stock assessment approach in closed-loop

MSE is not feasible in practice because of the numerous subjective

decisions regarding model formulation, parameterization and the

interpretation of scientific advice by managers.

The complexity of the current stock assessment paradigm

makes it accessible to a relatively narrow range of scientists and

stakeholders only. Stock assessment requires considerable expertise

in implementation and peer review, a large quantity of data and

data processing and number of model assumptions, and is often

sensitive to alternative plausible values for core parameters that are

not well known (e.g., steepness of the stock-recruitment

relationship). Considered together, these aspects may not

promote confidence in the current stock assessment paradigm as

a robust scientific basis for management. In addition, without a

harvest control rule, the stock assessment does not provide direct

advice on the management action to be taken. If the decision

making has not been fully MSE tested, then the robustness of the

action is unknown.

Comparatively, harvest strategies using tagging data are

relatively straightforward to understand and can follow simple

rules for the provision of updated TAC advice. This is a principal

motivation behind the current MSE framework for Atlantic bluefin

tuna, and the development of harvest strategies for bluefin tuna that

set TAC advice using relative abundance indices (both fishery

independent surveys and catch rate-based fishery dependent

indices). Although much simpler than assessments, index-based

harvest strategies must still navigate potential conflicts among

indices and require that all indices continue to be collected in the

future. If an index-based harvest strategy for Atlantic bluefin tuna is

adopted, an extension to this work could evaluate the expected

performance of various gene tagging harvest strategies based on

established management performance metrics comparatively.

An evaluation of ‘optimal’ release numbers and genotyping rate

was carried out to determine the least expensive way to achieve a
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desired precision in the tagging estimator. At the default assumed

values for costs, exploitation rate and required precision, the

optimal genotyping rate was between 25% and 35%, equivalent to

62,500 to 87,500 recapture samples per year given annual catches of

250,000 fish. Such a recapture program is considerably larger than

those implemented for southern bluefin tuna for the purposes of

CKMR and 3-4 times larger than SBT gene-tagging program, and

would probably require dedicated laboratories for processing

samples. It follows that the simplistic cost model of this analysis

could be refined substantially by accounting for costs associated

with start-up, fixed overheads, and efficiencies of scale. There is also

likely to be considerable variability in release costs by region.

Personal communications with scientists and industry members

operating on the East coast of the USA suggest that given current

discarding levels in those particular fisheries, at-sea releases are

much less expensive than the default cost of US$1,000 that we

assumed here, and that it would be straightforward to release at least

1,000 fish annually in that region. Extending the model to account

for factors that cause overdispersion in the recapture data could

inform tactical decisions about tag releases. For example,

accounting for schooling of tagged fish could reveal the

importance of releasing fish individually at discrete times and

locations. An extension to this work might develop a model

that can predict the management performance of a gene tagging

harvest strategy (e.g., yields, resource conservation risk)

given elease numbers and genotyping rate, and thereby allow for

a calculation of ‘optimal’ tagging designs that are more

management-focused.

This study confirms that conventional gene tagging offers a

promising basis for calculating management advice for Atlantic

bluefin tuna that may be cheaper, simpler and more robust than the

current conventional stock assessment paradigm. Unlike harvest

strategies that make use of relative abundance indices, those that use

gene-tagging rely on a single fishery-independent data source, and

therefore are not susceptible to conflicting data or the lack of

continuation of a required index. Genetic tagging programs offer

a host of other benefits including seafood traceability, potential

estimation of natural survival and stock mixing, and the ability to

inform stock assessments where status determination is a priority.
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